Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

Taxi Service

Jelena Jerat

Attended by
Luca Zangari
Karlo Zanki
Igor Piljić
Jelena Jerat
Fabio Kruger
Lyudmil Angelov
Marko Coha

Location

Date

15.12.2012.

Start-end
time
Location
/type

16:21 – 16:57
Skype Voice call

Remarks

Italy
Croatia
Croatia
Croatia
Italy
Italy
Croatia

1. Discussion about Beta presentation
The team discussed topics that have to be presented on Tuesday, and agreed that almost
nothing changed from our alpha prototype presentation. Therefore we decided to make the
presentation part shorter and say only what has changed since the alpha.
Conclusion:
 We will say that we are using Trello more now
 We will say that Trello has replaced our daily updates on Google group
2. Discussion about Beta presentation demo
The team discussed should we have a live demo or video for the presentation.
Conclusion: We decided that we will go with video again, because of the same reasons we
had a video in alpha presentation.
3. Discussion about presentation home
The team discussed what should be the presentation home.
Conclusion: Since Fabio is working on the taxi client it would be better that he presented the
demo part of the Beta prototype presentation. Because of that Italy will be presentation home.
4. Making the video for demo
The team discussed who will make the video for the demo and what should we put in the
video.
Action:
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We will all meet at Sunday at 17:00h and try to test everything together.
Fabio and Luca will then try to make videos

5. Discussion about features
There are still some things that we haven’t implemented and we discussed whether to show it
in Beta or not.
Action:
 Lyudmil will make some smaller changes to UI tonight
 We can work on the bigger changes, but we decided not to show them in the demo
6. Discussion about Minutes of Meeting
We have a couple of MoM’s that we haven’t written on time.
Action:
 Igor will write MoM for the meeting on Tuesday
 Jelena will write MoM for this meeting
 Leon will upload recordings of the meetings so someone will write MoM’s for those
meetings also
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